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SCP Tribune
Looking to Improve
The image below shows Josh from O’Hara Corp. and
Mark from Sound Marine & Industrial Services testing
the atmosphere of a barge "tank" during the Shipyard
Competent Person update training at the Nordby
Conference Center at Fisherman's Terminal.
Participants expect the presenter to introduce such
sessions by declaring “It’s a great honor to address this
gathering of…” and so on.
But it really is an honor for us Chemists to share
knowledge in the classroom setting.
For two reasons: First, because safety is a cooperative
venture the knowledge flows both ways. And second,
we know that without the attention of the Competent
Person, complicated repairs may become unsafe as they
proceed.
So,
we
Marine
Chemists
are
privileged to train
the very people we
depend
on
so
consistently.

TRAINING
Shipyard Competent Person
Full 3-Day Courses
Oct 3-5 @ SSC*
Nov 7-9 @ SSC*
Dec 5-7 @ SSC*
*South Seattle College
Georgetown Campus
1-Day Update Courses
Oct 4 @ SSC*
Oct 11 @ Fishermen’s
Terminal
Nov 8 @ SSC*
Nov 14 @ Fishermen’s
Terminal
Dec 6 @ SSC*
Dec 13 @ Fishermen’s
Terminal
DIRECTIONS:
Fishermen’s Terminal:
Nordby Conference Room
SSC:
Georgetown Campus very close to
I-5, Michigan St Exit, straight to
Corson Ave S

Sound Testing is
exploring
more
efficient
and
mutually beneficial
arrangements with
selected
vessel
owners
and
repairers to facilitate
such training and
involvement.
Perhaps,
onsite
sessions at group
rates? Call us with
suggestions.
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OSHA 10 Maritime
Oct 18-19th

10-hour training on 29 CFR 1915 provides
methods on recognition, avoidance,
abatement, and prevention of safety and
health hazards in workplaces specific to the
maritime.
Any Questions? Call 206-932-0206

206-932-0206
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Milestone
OSHA demanded in 1971 that employers arrange
training for Shipyard Competent Persons to guarantee
repair safety. However, it took about 20 years for the
industry to catch up and since 1989 Sound Testing has
been involved in the process.
Now as a milepost: As the 5,000th person to
successfully complete Sound Testing's Shipyard
Competent Person training, American Seafood’s Luci
Tofilau received an exorbitantly valuable gift certificate.

Fire Code Advisory Board Representative
On September 24th the Seattle City Counsel confirmed
Chemist Amy Liu as a member of Seattle’s Fire Code
Advisory Board. In addition to presenting the OSHA wisdom at
the South Seattle College and being a favorite on Seattle's
ship repair waterfront, Amy can now present to the SFD the
concerns of the Puget Sound Ship Repair community.
This is not a trivial responsibility. As we know, any vessel
owner or repairer striking an arc on the Seattle waterfront
must have a "Hot Work Permit" from the SFD. Because she
understands industry concerns as well as the technical
issues involved, Amy will welcome industry’s suggestions
and questions. Feel free to call her at Sound Testing at
206.932.0206, or call her cell at 206.228.0166

Ship or Shore
A shipyard used a 600-gallon rectangular tank (8’
long, 4’ wide and 3’ high, 5 baffle sections down
each side) to collect used crankcase oil from
customers’ vessels as well as from fleet engines
belonging to the shipyard.
After years of service, the tank, which had no
manways or inspection ports, was clogged with
sludge and had to be demolished.
A cutting torch and an oily tank? We know for sure
that vessels afloat or on drydock OSHA’s maritime
regulations require a Marine Chemist’s certificate
for
hot
work
on
oily
spaces:
Continued on next page.
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Ship or Shore, Cont.
But, this was a shoreside, not maritime, job.
And OSHA’s shoreside, “General Industry”
regulations for hot work can be very
complicated.
It’s hard enough for ship repairers to know
about the maritime side of things; Do they
have to memorize the “shoreside” regs too?
No, they don’t.

To make shipyard life a little simpler, OSHA
declares that all shipyard confined spaces
(like the waste oil tank pictured) are covered
not by two sets of regulations, but by the
Maritime Standard alone.
Afloat or shoreside, in the shipyard the
Marine Chemist and the Shipyard Competent
Person have the hot work covered.

Congratulations to Tara Alverson, September’s
Winner!
Honorable Mention: Dave McGee, Aaron
Goulden, Robert Anaya & Marvel Malden!
Last Month’s Q: Competent people cannot give
permission for all hot work. They may not, for
instance OK hot work IMMMEDIATELY next to a
fuel tank bulkhead. (Note: “immediately” is not
defined.)
This Month’s Question: An industry label for a
spiral ladder found in some cargo holds or
machinery spaces is an _________ ladder.
Always be safe when going “down under” into the
cargo hold. Fill in the blank.
Please send us your answer to
newsletter@soundtestinginc.com or
admin@soundtestinginc.com
before October 25, 2018.
Every correct answer will be entered into a random drawing and one person will win a $50
gift card! One entry per person, please.
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